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Abstract
A hybrid prognosis model has been developed to predict the crack propagation in aluminum alloys subject to biaxial in-
phase and out-of-phase fatigue loading conditions. The novel methodology combines physics-based modeling with
machine learning techniques to predict crack growth in aluminum alloys. Understanding the failure mechanisms under
these complex loading conditions is critical to developing reliable prognostic models. Therefore, extensive fatigue tests
were conducted to study the failure modes of carefully designed cruciform specimens. Energy release rate was used as
the physics-based parameter and Gaussian process was used to model the complex nonlinear relationships in the prog-
nosis framework. The methodology was used to predict crack propagation in Al7075-T651 under a range of loading con-
ditions. The predictions from the prognosis model were validated using the data obtained from the biaxial tests. The
results indicate that the algorithm is able to accurately predict the crack propagation under proportional, non-propor-
tional, in-phase, and out-of-phase loading conditions.
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Introduction

Prediction of the remaining useful life (RULE) of aero-
space components under complex fatigue loading is a
challenging task since the time to failure depends on a
multitude of variables, many of which are stochastic in
nature. Therefore, accurate predictions of RULE of a
structural component must be based on probabilistic
approaches, whereby the remaining life is calculated for
a certain probability of failure and a given confidence
interval.1 This problem has received considerable atten-
tion in recent years, particularly for the development of
on-board systems for integrated structural health moni-
toring (SHM) and prognosis of aerospace structures.
Conventionally, fatigue life of aircraft structural com-
ponents under service loading is often analyzed and
predicted based on crack growth rates obtained from
constant amplitude fatigue testing data. However, in
the recent years, there has been a significant interest on
studying the behavior of metals under complex loading
conditions. A majority of the reported work was

focused on understanding the material behavior under
complex uniaxial loading conditions. Very few studies
have been reported on the biaxial behavior under in-
phase, out-of-phase, proportional, and non-proportional
loading conditions.

One of the earliest studies on characterizing biaxial
material behavior was performed by Hopper and
Miller.2 They studied the fatigue crack propagation in
biaxially stressed notched and un-notched plates and
found that the rate of crack propagation is affected by
the biaxial stress state near the crack tip. Anderson and
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Garrett3 observed that the crack growth rate is signifi-
cantly affected by the change in biaxial stress field.
Dahlin and Olsson4 investigated the effect of mode II
loading on the mode I crack growth experimentally
and observed a reduction in the crack growth rate due
to plastic deformation caused by mode II load. Sunder
and Ilchenko5 performed biaxial tests on cruciform
coupons by superimposing constant amplitude loading
with quasi-static load to simulate cabin pressure and
computed characteristic mode I stress intensity factors
(SIFs) accounting for instantaneous biaxiality. They
observed that the fatigue crack growth rates were sensi-
tive to load biaxiality. However, when the crack growth
rates are plotted against the characteristic mode I SIF,
they fall into a single scatter band. Mall and Perel6 per-
formed tension–tension fatigue tests under out-of-phase
loading and observed that two cracks initiated and pro-
pagated due to the phase difference. Gotoh et al.7 stud-
ied the effect of fatigue crack propagation under
loading applied parallel and normal to the crack initia-
tion position and developed a fracture mechanics
approach based on re-tensile plastic zone generating
stress criterion. Tomičević et al.8 developed a regular-
ized digital image correlation based approach to moni-
tor fatigue crack initiation and propagation under
in-plane biaxial fatigue loads. They concluded that
non-proportional loading is more damaging than pro-
portional loading for fatigue life of the specimens.
Lopez-Crespo et al.9 studied the crack initiation and
propagation behavior of St52-3N steel under biaxial
(tension–torsion) proportional and non-proportional
loading conditions using different critical plane models
and concluded that the Fatemi–Socie gives best predic-
tions of fatigue life. In the above studies, fatigue crack
propagation behavior was examined experimentally;
however, the development of a generalized model for
prediction of crack propagation under varying complex
biaxial loads was not addressed. Although a few mod-
els were developed to predict the fatigue life, they use
physics-based models and therefore need a lot of modi-
fications in order to be generalized to fatigue life pre-
diction under a combination of complex geometries
and loading conditions.

Currently, there are many physics-based models
available to model the crack growth under uniaxial
loading;10–17 these models are applicable for simple
geometries and the predictions are mostly made in a
deterministic framework. Some models18,19 use analyti-
cal expressions or closed-form solutions derived using
correction factors for simple geometries. These models
cannot be used for complex geometries since some of
the explicit model equations cannot be derived. To
overcome these issues, prognosis models have been
developed to address crack growth and residual useful
life in metallic components under fatigue loading.

These algorithms are typically applied in the stage-II
crack growth regime, where the relationship between
the crack growth rate and SIF is linear in log–log scale
under uniaxial constant amplitude loading. However,
with changes in the loading conditions, the relationship
can be highly nonlinear, and therefore, simple linear
models do not yield accurate results. Many researchers
have developed complex prognosis models to predict
crack propagation; the pros and cons of those methods
can be found in Neerukatti et al.20 Most of the prog-
nosis models available in the literature use either purely
data-driven approaches21 or physics-based models.18,19

The advantage of physics-based models is that accurate
predictions can be made for simplistic geometries under
varying loads with very less training data. On the other
hand, data-driven approaches (machine learning) can
be used to model complex geometries but need large
amount of training data. Ling and Mahadevan22 pro-
posed a fatigue damage prognosis methodology using
fracture mechanics based crack growth model with
emphasis on predictions under uncertainties in the data
and model errors using Wheeler’s retardation model.
Sankararaman et al.23 developed a prognosis methodol-
ogy under variable amplitude loading in which the SIF
is used as the primary driving force for crack growth.
Ray and Patankar18,19 presented a nonlinear dynamic
model for fatigue crack growth under uniaxial variable
amplitude loading based on crack closure and reverse
plastic flow. This model allows the formulation of auto-
regressive moving average model for SHM and life pre-
diction. Mohanty et al.21 developed a data-driven
Gaussian process (GP)-based online and offline prog-
nosis model to predict the damage state of aluminum
cruciform specimens under random loading conditions.
Grell and Laz24 developed a probabilistic interface for
the AFGROW software which allowed modeling the
distributions of parameters. However, only simple geo-
metries can be modeled using this interface since
geometry-dependent analytical equations are used
within the framework. Although this model provides
accurate results, the accuracy is dependent on the avail-
able training data from similar set of experiments.

Neerukatti et al.20 developed a hybrid prognosis
model which intelligently fuses physics-based modeling
with data-driven approaches to make accurate predic-
tions. This model uses SIF as the primary driving force
for crack growth. The relationship between SIF and
the crack growth rate was modeled using a modified
version of Paris and Erdogan’ law25 using non-constant
coefficients to account for uncertainties in loading con-
ditions and crack growth behavior. However, since SIF
was used as the physics-based parameter in this model,
it is only applicable under uniaxial loading conditions.
Under biaxial loading conditions, the crack tip under-
goes mixed mode fracture; therefore, the energy release
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rate, G, is a more appropriate physical parameter. The
relationship between G and crack growth rate, how-
ever, is highly nonlinear. Therefore, linear adaptive
models cannot be used to model the relationship.

In this article, the hybrid prognosis model developed
in Neerukatti et al.20 is utilized and further extended to
predict the crack growth behavior under complex biax-
ial loading conditions. An automated procedure is
developed to evaluate G for complex geometries for dif-
ferent crack length and loading conditions by integrat-
ing Python, Abaqus v6.7,26 and MATLAB.27 The
GP,28 which is a machine learning technique, is used to
model the nonlinear relationship between G and the
crack growth rate. The developed model is highly adap-
tive and constantly calibrates the GP model parameters
as new experimental data become available. Biaxial
tension–tension proportional, non-proportional, in-
phase, and out-of-phase experiments were performed
to understand the material behavior and validate the
prognosis model. Since two cracks propagate under
biaxial out-of-phase loading conditions, the prognosis
model was developed to predict both single crack pro-
pagation and multiple crack propagation under in-
phase and out-of-phase loading conditions, respec-
tively. The crack length data at any given time are used
to make predictions of the one-step ahead and multi-
step ahead crack propagation. The developed prognosis
model can be easily integrated with an SHM frame-
work for making real-time crack length predictions.
For instance, the specimen can be instrumented with
multiple piezoelectric transducers and damage localiza-
tion and quantification can be performed using guided
Lamb wave based methods.29,30 The crack length data
obtained from these sensors can be used as an input to
the prognosis model for predicting crack growth. The
novelty of the proposed approach is the development
of a generalized hybrid prognosis model by fusing
physics-based modeling with data-driven approaches to
accurately predict fatigue crack growth propagation
and fatigue life under a variety of complex biaxial load-
ing conditions using very less training data.

This article is organized as follows: the details of cru-
ciform design and experimental setup for biaxial testing
are presented in section ‘‘Biaxial fatigue testing.’’ The
prognosis model is introduced in section ‘‘Prognosis
model.’’ The results of the biaxial fatigue testing and
validation of the prognosis model are discussed in sec-
tion ‘‘Results and discussion.’’

Biaxial fatigue testing

To study the crack propagation behavior of Al7075-
T651, biaxial tension–tension fatigue tests were con-
ducted under varying load conditions such as in-phase,

out-of-phase, proportional, and non-proportional. A
materials testing systems (MTS) biaxial/torsion load
frame with a capacity of 100 kN planar bi-axial and
1100 N m torsion and equipped with six independent
controllers was used. Fatigue tests were conducted with
values of biaxiality ratio, l = 0.5, 1, and 2, which is
defined as the ratio of the load in horizontal (x)-direc-
tion and the load in vertical (y)-direction. Appropriate
specimen design is essential to accurately capture the
damage mechanisms. Cruciform specimens were
designed such that the central web area had uniform
stress distribution and initial yielding occurred in the
web area.

The specimens were machined from 6.35 mm rolled
Al7075-T651 sheets with the thickness of web area
being 1.8 mm as shown in Figure 1. The length and
width of the arms were 292 and 48.35 mm, respectively.
First, a hole of diameter 6.35 mm was cut at the center
of the web area, and then a notch of length 1.5 mm and
width 0.36 mm was made at an angle of 45� to the hori-
zontal and vertical directions to accelerate crack initia-
tion. It is important to note that since the crack
propagation behavior under biaxial loads is not com-
pletely understood, notched specimens are commonly
used by researchers to understand the propagation
behavior.6 Furthermore, the presence of the notch
mainly affects the crack initiation behavior and not the
crack propagation behavior, which is the primary focus
of this study. Once, a crack is formed, its propagation
is governed by fracture mechanics principles. The crack
length was measured using a digital image correlation
system (ARAMIS) along with a high-resolution
(1.2MP) optical camera. The camera was equipped with
a macro-lens which enabled high-quality images for
post-processing. The crack length as a function of
cycles was calculated from these images using image
processing software, ImageJ.31 Fatigue tests were con-
ducted under both in-phase and out-of-phase loading
conditions. It was observed that a single crack propa-
gates under in-phase loading and two cracks propagate
under out-of-phase loading. Under out-of-phase

Figure 1. Biaxial testing of Al7075-T651 cruciform: (a)
cruciform specimen in the biaxial test frame and (b) web area of
cruciform with notch.
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loading, the maximum and minimum load amplitude
reverses along x- and y-directions for consecutive cycles
(for 180� phase difference) which leads to cracks initiat-
ing and propagating along x- and y-directions. Detailed
results from the fatigue tests are presented in section
‘‘Results and discussion.’’

Prognosis model

The crack growth rate at any instant of time is written
as

log
da

dN
= C1(aN�DN ,Mp,PN ,N + DN ,N)

+ C2(aN�DN ,Mp,PN ,N + DN ,N ) log (DK)
ð1Þ

where Mp is a material parameter, P is the load, (DK) is
the SIF range, and N is the number of cycles. The prog-
nosis model described in Neerukatti et al.20 uses non-
constant coefficients C1 and C2, which are updated
adaptively at each time step, based on the previous
crack length versus fatigue cycle data. In the case of
biaxial loading, this relationship is highly nonlinear due
to the different possible loading scenarios such as in-
phase loading, out-of-phase loading, and different
biaxiality ratios. Unlike uniaxial loading, the crack in
biaxial loading undergoes mixed mode fracture, and
the use of uniaxial SIF as physics-based parameter will
lead to erroneous results. Therefore, in this study, G is
used as the driving force for crack growth and is writ-
ten as

G =
K2

1

E
+

K2
2

E
; DG = Gmax � Gmin ð2Þ

where E is Young’s modulus; K1 and K2 are the mode I
and mode II SIFs, respectively; and Gmax and Gmin are
the energy release rate values corresponding to maxi-
mum and minimum amplitude of the cyclic loading,
respectively. A machine learning model which adap-
tively learns and infers the relationship between the
input and output parameters has been developed to
accurately model the nonlinear relationship between G
and the crack growth rate. GP regression,28 which is a
robust machine learning technique, is used to model the
complex nonlinear relationship. The GP is a collection
of random variables, any finite number of which have a
joint Gaussian distribution. The predictions are made
by projecting the input space to the output space by
inferring their underlying nonlinear relationship. Once
the algorithm is trained with the input and output para-
meters, it can predict the output parameter for new sets
of input parameters.

Since cruciform specimens with highly complex geo-
metry are used in this study, explicit equations for G

cannot be derived; therefore, GP is used to model the
complex nonlinear relationship between crack length
and G. Furthermore, the crack propagation path under
biaxial loading depends highly on the biaxiality ratio,
and therefore, the direction of crack propagation will
significantly affect the G calculations. In this research,
instead of using the crack length, the crack tip location
which provides information about both the crack length
and the propagation direction is used to find G. The
center of the cruciform specimen was chosen to be the
origin and the G value was calculated for different crack
tip locations under different loading conditions by per-
forming a quasi-static finite element (FE) analysis. GP
was then used to create the high-dimensional mapping
of G as a function of the crack tip locations. The devel-
oped prognosis model is capable of predicting crack
propagation under both in-phase and out-of-phase
biaxial loading conditions. Since the experimental data
suggest that the crack propagates along a straight line,
curved cracks are not considered in this study.

In-phase loading

For in-phase loading, G is modeled as a function of the
single crack tip location and loads in x- and y-
directions

f (GjTip,Kip(xi, xj), u)

=
1

z
exp � (G� mG)2

2s2
G

� �
, i = j = 1, . . . ,Mr

ð3aÞ

where G is the vector of energy release rate evaluated at
each point on the test grid (obtained from FE solu-
tions), Kip is the kernel matrix, Mr denotes the number
of rows in the grid, Tip = {xi,Gi} is the training matrix
comprising of four input parameters (crack tip loca-
tions (x, y), loads in x- and y-directions) and one output
parameter (corresponding G values at the grid points),
Z is a normalizing constant and u is a vector of hyper-
parameters (HPs). It is to be noted that in this study,
bold lettering indicates either a vector or a matrix. The
mean and variance of the distribution are obtained as
follows

mG = kT
testK

�1
train(G)train;

s2
da

dn
= K � kT

testK
�1
trainktest ð3bÞ

where the subscript train is used to represent the train-
ing data obtained from FE simulations, and test repre-
sents the test points where G is evaluated. K, ktrain, and
Ktest are the partitioned components of the kernel
matrix given by

K = k(xtest, xtest); ki = k(xtest, xi)i = train;

Ki, j = k(xi, xj)i, j = train

ð3cÞ
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and k is the kernel function.
The accuracy of prediction in a prognosis model

depends on the choice of kernel function and the HPs.
Since the kernel function guides the behavior of the
high-dimensional mapping, it is necessary to choose
appropriate kernel function based on the data.
Different kernel functions such as squared exponential,
rational quadratic, and multilayer perceptron kernel
functions have been used in the literature.28,32 A
squared exponential kernel function shown in equation
(4) is used in this study; this kernel function suitable for
modeling nonlinear smooth surfaces and was success-
fully used33 in high-dimensional mapping. The kernel
function plays an important role in the type of map-
ping. For example, a rapidly decaying function will not
be capable of modeling smooth surfaces and therefore
does not generalize well to test data

k(xi, xj) = u2
1 exp

(xi � xj)
2

u2
2

� �
ð4Þ

The optimum values of the HPs are obtained by
minimizing the negative log marginal likelihood (L)
given by

L = � 1

2
log det (K + s2I)test

� 1

2
(G)T

train(K + s2I)�1
train(G)train �

Ntrain

2
log 2p

ð5Þ

where Ntrain denotes the number of training input–
output pairs. Once the optimal HPs are found, the
value of G can be calculated for any experimentally
determined crack length and loading condition. Next,
the relationship between the crack growth rate and G
has to be modeled to calculate the crack growth rate
for G obtained using equations (3) to (5). Then, the
crack length at any given time instant (N + DN cycles)
can be predicted using the crack growth rate as

aN + DN = aN +
da

dN

� �
N

3DN ð6Þ

The direction of crack propagation is assumed to be
the same as the crack direction in the previous time
step. To calculate the crack growth rate at the Nth
cycle, a relationship needs to be derived between the
crack growth rate and G. Since the relationship between
crack growth rate and G is exponential or highly non-
linear depending on the type of loading, a linear rela-
tionship in the log–log scale cannot be used. In this
article, GP is used to model the complex nonlinear rela-
tionship between crack growth rate and G. The advan-
tage of using a GP model is that the parameters can be
adaptively updated as more training data become avail-
able. Therefore, instead of using a single explicit

equation with correction factors, the model adaptively
changes with the data. This facilitates the application of
this methodology to complex geometries and loading
conditions.

The relationship between G and da/dN is modeled
using GP as

f
da

dN
jT,KN�DN (xi, xj), u

� �

=
1

z
exp �

((da=dN)� m(da=dN))
2

2(s2
da=dN

)

 !
, i, j = 1, . . . ,N

ð7aÞ

where T= fxi, (da=dN)N�DN
i = 1 g is the training data set, xi

and xj are the rows of training matrix T (each row con-
tains the values of G), mda=dN is the mean, and s2

da=dN
is

the variance of the distribution obtained as

mda=dN = kT
NK
�1
N�DN

da

dN

� �
N�DN

; s2
da=dN = k � kT

NK
�1
N�DNkN

ð7bÞ

where K, kN + DN , and KN are the partitioned compo-
nents of Nth instances of kernel matrix given by

K = k(xN , xN ); ki � k(xN , xi)i = 1, 2, ...,N�DN ;

Ki, j = k(xi, xj)i, j = 1, 2, ...N�DN

ð7cÞ

and the optimal HPs are derived through minimizing
the negative log marginal likelihood (L) given by

L = � 1

2
log det (K + s2I)N �

1

2

da

dN

� �T

1;N�DN

(K + s2I)�1
N�DN

da

dN

� �
1;N�DN

� N � DN

2
log 2p

ð8Þ

Once the crack growth rate is evaluated, both one-
step ahead and multi-step ahead predictions of the
crack length are made. One-step ahead implies that the
prediction of crack length is made at the next time step
where the measured crack length is available (using
equation (6)). In multi-step ahead, the crack length is
predicted until a critical value is reached or the speci-
men fails. Multi-step ahead predictions are made as
follows

aN2
= aN2

+
Xn

i = 1

da

dN

� �
i

3(DN )i ð9Þ

where N1 is the current number of cycles,N2 is the num-
ber of cycles up to which the predictions are made,
n = ((N2 � N1)=m), m is the number of time steps, (DN)i

is the cycles in the ith time step, (da=dN)i is the crack
growth rate at the ith time step calculated using
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equations (3) and (7). Since no prior knowledge is avail-
able about the behavior of the curve for multi-step
ahead predictions, a cross-validation methodology is
used to accurately calculate the crack growth rate. If
the long-term predictions are to be made starting at ith
data point, the data up to the (i 2 1)th data point are
used to train the model, and the crack length is pre-
dicted at the ith data point. Since the crack length at
the ith data point is known, the model can be tuned to
match this value. Using this method, the model can be
adaptively updated for crack growth behavior under
any loading conditions. The tuned model is then used
to make crack length predictions.

Out-of-phase loading

In the case of out-of-phase loading, it is necessary to
account for the different energy release rates and crack
length due to the two cracks that initiate and propagate
simultaneously at an angle of approximately 90� to each
other. To account for this in the prognosis model, a
mapping for G is created as follows

f (GopjTop,Kop(xi, xj), u) =
1

z
exp � (Gop � mGop)2

2s2
Gop

 !
;

i, j = 1, . . . ,Mop ð10Þ

where Gop is the vector [G1, G2] consisting of G predic-
tions for the two cracks, Top is the training set contain-
ing the six input parameters (crack tip locations (x, y)
for two cracks, loads in x- and y-directions) and two
output parameters (energy release rate for two cracks),
Kop is the kernel matrix for squared exponential kernel
function, G1 and G2 are the vectors of energy release
rates for both the cracks evaluated at the grid points.
The mean and variance for G1 and G2 are calculated
similar to equations (3b), (3c), (4), and (5). The relation-
ship between G and crack growth rate for both cracks is
modeled as

f
daop

dN
jT,KN�DN (xi, xj), u

� �

=
1

z
exp �

((daop=dN)� mdaop=dN )2

2s2
daop=dN

 !
; i, j = 1, . . . N

ð11Þ

where (daop=dN) is the vector ½da1=dN , da2=dN � con-
sisting of crack growth rates for the two cracks. The
mean and variance are calculated similar to equations
(7b), (7c), and (8). Finally, one-step ahead and multi-
step ahead predictions can be made as

aop,N + DN = aop,N +
daop

dN

� �
N

3DN ;

aop,N2
= aop,N1

+
Xn

i = 1

daop

dN

� �
i

3(DN )i

ð12Þ

Since the proposed method uses kernel functions to
map the input data into a high-dimensional space, it is
a non-parametric method. Non-parametric methods
learn to model any type of input data; parametric meth-
ods, on the other hand, are limited by the algebraic
form (e.g., quadratic or cubic with unknown para-
meters) of the equations and cannot be completely
generalized.

Results and discussion

This section is organized as follows. First, the experi-
mental results of crack propagation behavior under
varying loads are presented. Then, the results from the
prognosis model are presented for both in-phase and
out-of-phase loading conditions and compared with
experimental data for validation.

Experimental results

Biaxial tension–tension experiments were performed on
cruciform specimens using the MTS biaxial/torsion load
frame as discussed in section ‘‘Biaxial fatigue testing.’’ A
stress ratio (R = (Smin=Smax)) value of 0.1 was used in all
the tests for loading in both x- and y-directions. Two dif-
ferent loading conditions were used: (i) Load1: 1.5–
15 kN and (ii) Load2: 3–30 kN. These loads were
applied independently in x- and y-directions with and
without phase difference. For in-phase loading, a single
crack initiated and propagated perpendicular to the
maximum load as shown in Figure 2. A secondary crack
was also observed to initiate and propagate in the
exactly opposite direction due to the stress concentra-
tions at the opposite side of the hole created by the open-
ing of primary crack. Figure 2(a) shows that the crack
propagates in the vertical direction when the load is
maximum in the horizontal direction and similar beha-
vior is observed in Figure 2(b) where the crack propa-
gates in horizontal direction with the maximum load in
vertical direction. Figure 2(c) shows that the crack pro-
pagates at an angle of approximately 45� when the load
is equal along horizontal and vertical directions. In all
these cases, a secondary crack initiates and propagates in
the parallel and opposite direction to the primary crack.
However, these secondary cracks initiate only after the
primary crack reaches a length greater than at least
15 mm depending on the loading conditions.
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For out-of-phase loading with a phase difference of
90�, a single crack was observed to initiate and propa-
gate; however, the crack path was not smooth due to
crack closure, when compared to in-phase loading as
shown in Figure 3(a). For a phase difference of 180�,
two cracks initiated and propagated at an angle of
approximately 90� to each other as shown in
Figure 3(b). Similar crack growth behavior was
observed by Mall and Perel6 under a phase difference
of 180�. They provided a theoretical analysis of the for-
mation of multiple cracks under out-of-phase loading.
In addition to the two primary cracks, two secondary
cracks form in exactly opposite directions similar to the
in-phase loading case. Table 1 shows the details of all

the fatigue tests performed, along with the number of
cycles for crack initiation and specimen failure. The ter-
minology ‘‘y . x’’ in the phase difference column refers
to y-loading leading the x-loading in the out-of-phase
tests. The terms ‘‘Load1’’ and ‘‘Load2’’ correspond to
cyclic loads of 1.5–15 and 3–30 kN, respectively. The
cycles to failure data show that the cruciform sample
fails faster with 180� phase difference than with 90�
phase difference due to multiple crack propagation
because two cracks lead to a larger surface area for
crack propagation. The secondary cracks also initiated
earlier because of the very high stress concentrations
caused by the opening and closing of the two cracks.

Prognosis under in-phase loading

As described in section ‘‘Biaxial fatigue testing,’’ a sin-
gle crack initiates and propagates under biaxial in-
phase loading. Since the secondary cracks initiate only
after the primary crack reaches a significant length,
they do not contribute to the primary crack growth
and therefore they are not considered in the prognosis
model. Furthermore, since machine learning is an inte-
gral part of the proposed prognosis algorithm, any
small variations in crack growth will be accounted for
during the training process. Therefore, the first step in

Figure 2. Crack growth under biaxial in-phase loading: (a) load x: 3–30 kN; load y: 1.5–15 kN; (b) load x: 1.5–15 kN;
load y: 3–30 kN; and (c) load x: 1.5–15 kN; load y: 1.5–15 kN.

Table 1. Biaxial testing under varying load conditions.

Test x load y load Frequency (Hz) Phase difference (�) Cycles to 1mm crack Cycles to failure

1 Load2 Load2 15 0 5401 24174
2 Load1 Load1 10 0 6000 87087
3 Load1 Load1 15 0 6000 78578
4 Load1 Load2 10 0 1800 13,971
5 Load2 Load1 10 0 1800 10,851
6 Load1 Load1 10 90 (y . x) 22,800 131,801
7 Load2 Load2 10 90 (y . x) 3000 16,771
8 Load2 Load2 10 90 (x . y) 2100 11,013
9 Load2 Load2 10 90 (x . y) 3500 12,156
10 Load2 Load2 10 180 (x . y) 1500 10,302
11 Load2 Load2 10 180 (y . x) 1500 9479
12 Load1 Load1 10 180 (y . x) 22,500 79,258

Load1: 1.5–15 kN; Load2: 3–30 kN.

Figure 3. Crack growth under biaxial out-of-phase loading:
(a) phase difference = 90� and (b) phase difference = 180�.
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the proposed prognosis model is to create a mapping
for G as a function of the crack tip location and the
loading conditions. Analytical equations are available
to calculate G for simple geometries, but since the cru-
ciform specimen used in this study has a complex geo-
metry, J-integral34 based approach has been used in a
FE framework to calculate G.

A quasi-static FE simulation of the three-
dimensional (3D) cruciform was performed to evaluate
G using Abaqus/Standard. The direction of crack pro-
pagation was considered along the direction of the
crack (i.e. normal to the crack front plane). The center
of the cruciform was considered as the origin, and 39
different crack tip locations were modeled. The FE

model along with the mesh is shown in Figure 4. A fine
mesh was created near the crack tip location to ensure
accurate contour integral calculations. Since the model
is generalized for varying biaxiality ratios, for each
crack tip location, G was evaluated for different loads
along x- and y-directions. The loads in each arm were
varied from 7.5 to 15 kN with an increment of 2.5 kN
in each direction.

A total of 216 simulations with different combina-
tions of loads and crack tip locations were performed.
The mapping was created on a grid between the mini-
mum and maximum values of the input parameters
with a resolution of 0.01 units using equations (3) to
(5). To check the accuracy of the mapping, cross-
validation was performed using 160 random samples
for training and 66 random samples for testing. The
coefficient of determination of the mapping was 0.9904,
which shows that the mapping is highly accurate. Since
the input data are high-dimensional with four input
parameters (x and y crack tip locations, x and y loads),
it is difficult to visualize the surface created using the
mapping. Therefore, for visualization, the mapping of
G is presented in Figure 5 for different combinations of
loads and crack tip locations. It must be noted that the
relationship is highly nonlinear; therefore, simple
regression models cannot be used to accurately capture
this relationship. After evaluating G, the crack growth
rate was determined using equation (7a).

Figure 4. Finite element model and mesh for evaluating G:
(a) finite element model and (b) finite element mesh.

Figure 5. Mapping for energy release rate (G): (a) G as a function of crack tip locations for a load of 7.5 kN in both X- and Y-
directions, (b) G as a function of the loads for the crack tip location (11, 25) mm, (c) G as a function of the loads for the crack tip
location (5, 211) mm, and (d) G as a function of the loads for the crack tip location (11, 211) mm.
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The one-step ahead predictions are made first using
equation (6) with the crack growth rate (da=dN)N cal-
culated using equations (3a) and (7a). Figure 6 shows
the predictions made for two different in-phase loading
conditions: (a) load in y-direction greater than x-direc-
tion and (b) load in x-direction greater than y-direc-
tion. The predictions are made starting at the fifth data
point and the results show that the crack length predic-
tions are highly accurate and within the 95% confi-
dence interval for both cases. The gray band in the
figure shows the 95% confidence interval.

Next, multi-step ahead predictions are made using
the prognosis model (equation (9)). The crack growth
rate (da=dN)i is calculated using equations (3a) and
(7a). Figure 7(a) shows the long-term predictions start-
ing at the third data point. Since no prior knowledge is
available about the behavior of the curve, the cross-
validation methodology proposed in section ‘‘Prognosis
model’’ is used to calculate the crack growth rate.
Figure 7(b) shows the variation of HPs (u) with every
iteration. Since the prognosis model is adaptive, the
crack length predicted at each time step is added to the
training set, and the HPs are recalculated using the
updated data.

The results presented in Figure 7(a) show relatively
large prediction errors; this is due to the very limited

training data used (only three data points) and the
absence of prior knowledge. The results of the predic-
tion starting from the fifth, seventh, and tenth data
points, for loads 1.5–15 kN in the x-direction and 3–
30 kN in the y-direction, are shown in Figure 8. The
accuracy in prediction increases with training data, and
the crack length predictions could be made within 95%
confidence interval when seven data points were used.
The algorithm can be adapted to make accurate predic-
tions with sparse data using prior knowledge from a
different set of experiments conducted under similar
loading conditions.

Figure 9 presents the prediction made starting at the
fifth and seventh data points for load range of 3–30 kN
in the x-direction and 1.5–15 kN in the y-direction. The
results show that the crack length is predicted within
the 95% confidence interval. It should also be noted
that the number of cycles to failure is different for both
the specimens, and the prognosis model is able to adapt
to the data and make accurate predictions.

Prognosis under out-of-phase loading

In the case of out-of-phase loading with a phase differ-
ence of 180�, two cracks were observed to initiate and
propagate simultaneously at an angle of approximately

Figure 6. One-step ahead predictions for in-phase loading: (a) load X = 1.5–15 kN; load Y = 3–30 kN and (b) load X = 3–30 kN;
load Y = 1.5–15 kN.

Figure 7. Predictions of crack length starting at third data point for the loads of 1.5–15 kN in x-direction and 3–30 kN in
y-direction: (a) actual versus predicted crack length and (b) variation of HPs with cycles.
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90� to each other. The energy release rate will be differ-
ent at each crack tip and will change with the length of
each crack; therefore, the FE model to evaluate G was
modified to account for the simultaneous crack propa-
gation. A total of 400 simulations were performed using
six variables: loads in x- and y-directions and crack tip
locations (x, y) for both the cracks. An automated
methodology was developed for conducting the large
number of FE simulations. Python scripting was used
for the FE simulation and a combination of MATLAB
and Abaqus/Standard was used to generate the python
scripts for varying loads and crack tip locations. Using
this automated methodology, 400 simulations were
conducted in 264 min.

The FE model along with the mesh and stress con-
tour is shown in Figure 10. The red lines in Figure 10(a)
show the region in which the crack tip locations were
modeled. The horizontal crack is labeled ‘‘crack1’’ and
the vertical crack is labeled ‘‘crack2’’ in this article.
Figure 10(b) and (c) shows the FE mesh and the stress
contour for crack lengths of 11 mm and loads of 15 kN
along x- and y-directions. The stress contour shows that
in addition to the stresses near crack tip, the stresses at

the opposite end of the central hole are high; this is veri-
fied by the experimental results showing secondary
crack initiations at this location.

Once the G values are obtained, GP was used to cre-
ate a multivariate high-dimensional mapping with six
input parameters and two output parameters using
equation (10). The input parameters are the crack tip
locations (x, y) for both the cracks, and the loads in
x- and y-directions. The output parameters are the G
values for both the cracks (G1 and G2) evaluated on the
grid between the minimum and maximum values of the
input parameters with a resolution of 0.01 units using
equation (10). Cross-validation was performed using
350 random samples for training and 50 samples for
testing. The coefficient of determination was 0.9716 for
G1 and 0.9974 for G2 which indicates that the mapping
is highly accurate. Since the input data are high-dimen-
sional, the mapping is once again visualized using a
series of projections in 3D. Figure 11 shows the con-
tour of the mapping as a function of the two crack
lengths for a given load of 7.5 kN in both x- and
y-directions. As the length of crack1 increases, the
value of G1 increases, while the value of G2 remains

Figure 8. Long-term predictions starting at fifth and seventh data points for the loads of 1.5–15 kN in x-direction and 3–30 kN in
y-direction: (a) predictions starting at fifth data point, (b) predictions starting at seventh data point, and (c) predictions starting at
tenth data point.

Figure 9. Predictions of crack length starting at fifth and seventh data points for loads of 3–30 kN in x-direction and 1.5–15 kN in
y-direction: (a) predictions starting at fifth data point and (b) predictions starting at seventh data point.
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almost the same. This is because G1 is calculated based
on the stresses near the tip of crack1. As the length of
crack2 increases, the value of G2 increases while G1

remains almost constant.
Figure 12 shows the mapping contour for crack

lengths of 17 and 5 mm as a function of the loads in x-
and y-directions. As the load in x-direction increases,
the value of G1 remains the same because the load is
parallel to the crack. As the load in y-direction
increases, the value of G1 increases, since the load is

perpendicular to the crack. In the case of crack2, the
load in y-direction does not change the value of G2.
But, as the load in the x-direction increases, the beha-
vior is not linear since the crack length is much smaller
compared to crack1. Figure 13 shows the mapping for
crack lengths of 5 and 17 mm, respectively, with vary-
ing loads and they exhibit similar behavior.

Once the mapping for G was created for different
combinations of crack lengths and loads, G was evalu-
ated for any given loading condition and crack length

Figure 10. Finite element model with two cracks: (a) FE model, (b) FE mesh, and (c) stress contour.

Figure 11. G mapping under constant load of 7.5 kN in x- and y-directions: (a) G1 and (b) G2.

Figure 12. G mapping for crack lengths of 17 and 5 mm: (a) G1 and (b) G2.
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from experiments using equation (10). One-step ahead
predictions are made for the loads of 3–30 kN in both
x- and y-directions with a phase difference of 180� and
the results of the predictions are shown in Figure 14.
The results indicate that the algorithm is able to accu-
rately predict the length of both cracks simultaneously
within the 95% confidence interval.

Next, multi-step ahead predictions are made for both
the cracks using equations (11) and (12). Figure 15
shows the results of multi-step ahead predictions for

loads of 3–30 kN in x- and y-directions with a phase
difference of 180� starting at fifth data point. The
results indicate that the algorithm is able to accurately
predict the simultaneous propagation of two cracks.

Summarizing the results: the developed prognosis
model is capable of predicting the crack propagation
under biaxial proportional, non-proportional, in-phase,
and out-of-phase loading conditions. The proposed
cross-validation procedure significantly increased the
prediction accuracy when sparse crack growth data are

Figure 13. G mapping for crack lengths of 5 and 17 mm: (a) G1 and (b) G2.

Figure 14. One-step ahead predictions for loads of 3–30 kN and phase difference of 180�: (a) crack1 and (b) crack2.

Figure 15. Crack length prediction for loads of 3–30 kN and phase difference of 180�: (a) crack1 and (b) crack2.
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available. As more training data are obtained, the HPs
in the GP model are adaptively updated and the predic-
tion accuracy was found to increase. The developed
methodology can be used within a SHM framework
for fatigue crack localization and prediction. One-step
ahead predictions can be used to quantify the predic-
tion and localization uncertainties, and multi-step
ahead predictions can be used within a decision support
system framework to predict the fatigue life. Since the
developed prognosis model uses a machine learning
algorithm which learns the HPs at every time step
based on the loading conditions, the crack length can
be predicted under a variety of loading spectrums by
adapting the HPs iteratively. Therefore, the methodol-
ogy can be used in realistic loading scenarios where the
stress time histories do not follow the proposed biaxial
stress configurations.

Conclusion

A hybrid prognosis model which combines physics-
based modeling with machine learning was developed
to predict the crack propagation under biaxial in-phase
and out-of-phase loading conditions. Extensive biaxial
tension–tension tests were performed to understand the
failure behavior of Al7075-T651 cruciform specimens
under varying load conditions, and the results were also
used for model validation. Energy release rate was used
as the primary driving force for crack growth. To
account for the variability in the crack growth under
varying load conditions, a high-dimensional mapping
was created for the energy release rate as a function of
loads and crack tip locations. GP was used to model
the complex nonlinear relationship between energy
release rate and crack growth rate. The following main
conclusions were made from the study:

1. A single crack that initiated and propagated under
biaxial in-phase loading split into two cracks under
out-of-phase loading due to phase difference.

2. When the phase difference was 180�, two cracks initi-
ated and propagated at the same rate. But when the
phase difference was 90�, only one crack propagated
with torturous path due to significant crack closure.

3. High-dimensional mapping was created for energy
release rate as a function of the crack tip locations
for single and multiple cracks with high accuracy
using GP.

4. The developed prognosis model is able to accurately
make one-step ahead and multi-step ahead predic-
tions for single crack under in-phase and multiple
cracks under out-of-phase loading conditions within
95% confidence intervals for most of the presented
cases.

5. The proposed cross-validation methodology signif-
icantly improves the prediction accuracy even with
sparse training data.
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